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 to become a single parent, also exemplifies

 Rukeyser's breaking of taboos. The poems

 are remarkable not only for evoking the preg-

 nant woman's consciousness and reflections

 on the child to come-"Who is it in the dim

 room? Who is there?"-but for their bold

 representation of untraditional motherhood.

 In the earlier "Speed of Darkness," Rukeyser

 had defined her own position:

 I assure you

 there are many ways to have a child.
 I bastard mother

 promise you

 there are many ways to be born.

 They all come forth

 in their own grace. (p.134)

 Her play, with "bastard mother," on the more

 common "bastard child" typifies the im-

 aginative power with which she shaped her

 social and poetic vision. Here, a single three-
 word line inveighs against all the damaging

 stereotypes couched in the term "bastard."
 In "Nine Poems" she offers her unborn

 child "choice" as the vehicle for self-
 realization:

 "There is no father," they came and said
 to me.

 -I have known fatherless children, the
 searching, walk

 The world, look at all faces for their
 father's life.

 Their choice is death or the world. And

 they do choose.

 Eam their brave set of bone, the seeking
 marvelous look

 Of those who lose and use and know

 their lives. (p.76)

 Further on she writes:

 You in your dark lake moving darkly
 now

 Will leave a house that time makes,
 times to come

 Enter the present, where all the deaths
 and all

 The old betrayals have come home again.

 World where again Judas, the little

 child,

 May grow and choose. You will
 enter the world. (p.78)

 So rich are the possibilities of the human will

 for Rukeyser that even Judas may regain

 childhood's innocence.

 A stubborn optimism pervades all of

 Rukeyser's work. Seven years before her
 son's birth, in the midst of World War Two,

 she described a fertility that had to do not

 with procreation but with endurance in the

 face of political despair:

 Who in one lifetime sees all causes lost,

 Herself dismayed and helpless, cities

 down,

 She holds belief in the world, she stays

 and hides

 Life in her own defeat, stands, though

 her whole world burn,
 A childless goddess of fertility.

 (pp.60-61)

 Here, fecundity rises out of the circum-

 stances of its own apparent defeat. "Who in

 One Lifetime" attests to Rukeyser's deter-

 mination to hold fast to the possibilities of
 life despite the intemational devastation

 wrought by war. Bom in 1913, she described

 her life as having been "held between wars."

 In "Poem" she testifies to the impact of so

 many war-marked years: "I lived in the first

 century of world wars./ Most mornings I
 would be more or less insane."

 In lines that typify the resilient spirit of
 her poetry and her political activism, she

 wrote in "Elegy of Joy,"

 Nourish beginnings, let us nourish

 beginnings.

 Not all things are blest, but the

 seeds of all things are blest.

 The blessing is in the seed. (p. 105)

 The time for a just estimate of Rukeyser's
 contributions is long overdue. Out of Silence

 is a necessary start. 4.

 U

 Dinner roles
 by Jeanne Schinto

 W O MEN SEARCHING FOR a subject of

 scholarly pursuit often sidestep
 culinary history. We spent so many

 long years standing at the stove, they argue;
 our memories of the pantry as prison are still

 fresh-why would we voluntarily return to
 the scene of those domestic crimes? Not a

 few women have mothers, grandmothers or
 other close relatives who "killed themselves"
 trying to please others with their kitchen
 productions-virtual culinary suicides who
 took their slow-death instructions from

 manuals with innocuous-seeming titles like
 What Cooks in Suburbia.

 But culinary history, a lively but still rela-
 tively new academic field, isn't only the

 study of old recipes and ways of cooking. In
 fact, that is a minor-some in the know
 would say insignificant-part of the work.

 Culinary scholars take into account the so-

 cial, family and women's history imbedded
 deep in the story of food and its preparation.
 Cookbooks are just one source of this re-
 search.

 Perhaps an unwitting accomplice to culi-
 nary historians, Benjamin Darling has
 recently edited two collections of artifacts

 lifted from promotional recipe booklets
 produced by US food corporations in the

 1930s, 40s and 50s: Cakes Men Like: 50
 Fun-Filled Recipes, which the publisher
 describes as "a compendium of classic con-

 coctions from the grand era of homemaking,"
 and Helpful FIints for Housewives! A
 Treasury of Tips for the Model Homemaker.

 These slim, lavishly illustrated books, with
 their children's birthday-party colors, car-
 toons and other graphics, are no doubt of-

 fered up as mere camp, but they are also filled
 with all sorts of inforrnation that could start

 culinary historians on a fruitful study of at-
 titudes and beliefs that shaped (or warped)
 many American women's lives during what

 Darling calls "the dessert years."
 Like fashion-magazine illustrations, these

 provocative images from the past, in books
 and pamphlets produced by companies like
 General Mills, Kraft, Borden, Sunkist,
 Beech-Nut and Hershey, attempted to play on
 women's insecurities about their ability to
 sustain human relationships, equating the
 purchase and use of kitchen stuffs with suc-

 cessful lovemaking and family life. Happy
 slaves in starched-collar dresses, cinch-
 waisted aprons and made-up faces smile

 radiantly out from these pages. They urge
 other women to master "toast cookery" be-
 cause "men take to it," and ridicule the young
 bride foolish enough to make her husband's
 birthday cake with just any old recipe and
 any old flour. They are not surprised when

 her "adventure in cooking" results in a flat

 and heavy product and a disappointed hus-

 band (frowning ominously in the illustra-

 tion). On the other hand, the wife who bakes

 her husband's cake with Gold Medal Flour
 and follows a Gold Medal "kitchen-tested"

 recipe is destined for marital bliss: the cake
 "was so delicious, husband asked for another

 piece and said he had the most wonderful

 little wife ever. The perfect cake made it the

 perfect day."

 I actually tried one of the recipes from

 Cakes Men Like, using the prescribed chalk-
 dust-like cake flour and three and a half cups

 of sugar. I chose the Palermo Lemon Cake
 because I mistakenly thought that its Seven-

 Minute Frosting would take only seven

 minutes to make. In fact, that was how long,

 in stifling August heat, I had to beat egg

 whites in a double boiler (using a rotary

 beater, not an electric mixer, for the authentic
 experience). I then went through the other

 laborious steps required to assemble this

 dentist's delight, all the while doing a good

 imitation of a cooking martyr.

 In this world where women are counseled

 to "Entertain often!" "the ideal hostess is
 never tired or worried and has a fund of

 interesting conversation" at the ready, having

 memorized "a few amusing incidents"

 during her twenty-minute rest period just

 before dressing. Meanwhile, of course, the

 kids are "happy and spotless," since you gave

 them an interesting game to play early in the
 day, and are now ready to fall soundlessly

 into bed.

 O UR CULINARY PAST isn't all bad news

 for women. In Neighboring on the

 Air: Cooking with the KMA Radio
 Homemakers, Evelyn Birkby records one of

 the brighter traditions in the history of our

 country's food culture. Since 1925, the so-

 called "radio homemakers" of station KMA

 have been broadcasting household advice,

 recipes and "all manner of domestic counsel"

 from Shenandoah, Iowa. Herself a radio
 homemaker for 42 years, Birkby gives

 thumbnail sketches of twenty other radio

 homemakers' lives and broadcast careers,

 along with their photos and their favorite

 recipes.

 At first it may seem easy to ridicule the
 names of the programs ("Kitchen-Klatter,"

 "The Stitch and Chat Club") and even the

 homemakers themselves, posed so confi-

 dently for the camera with their seafoam

 salad, gingersnap gravy or chicken on a
 cloud. Gradually, though, the importance
 of Birkby's book (which she insists is "a

 cookbook") becomes clear. With their

 programs, which form the longest-running
 radio homemakers' series in history, these

 women have created a vehicle for the

 propagation of a special sort of sisterhood.
 As Birkby's simple journalism shows,
 these female voices had a powerful effect

 on the lives of thousands who tuned in to

 them over the changing decades. Their in-

 fluence was especially strong in the series'
 earliest years, when the circumstances of

 farm living completely isolated rural lis-

 teners.

 -~~~~~ g
 The University of Colorado is seeking to hire two faculty in

 tenure-line positions within the Women Studies Program,
 one at the level of associate professor, one at the level of
 beginning assistant professor. Area of specialization is
 open, although we are especially interested in applicants
 whose teaching and scholarly/creative work includes one
 or more of the following: U.S. women of color; international
 and cross-cultural studies; social constructions of feminin-

 ity and masculinity, including sex/gender theories and
 gay/lesbian studies.

 Candidates should be willing to teach at all levels, and their
 publishing records should be commensurate with their ex-

 perience. The search committee will begin to review ap-

 plications on November 1, 1992. Send curriculum vitae,

 syllabi and teaching evaluations from courses previously
 taught, and a cover letter describing the contributions you
 would like to make to the C.U. Women Studies Program to:

 Chair, Search Committee
 Women Studies Program

 Campus Box 246
 University of Colorado
 Boulder, CO 80309-0246

 The University of Colorado at Boulder has a strong institu-

 tional commitment to the principle of diversity in all areas.
 In that -spirit, we are particularly interested in receiving
 applications from a broad spectrum of people, including
 disabled individuals and people from all racial and ethnic
 groups.
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 "It is impossible to exaggerate the close-
 ness the listeners felt toward the women who
 were radio homemakers during the early days
 of broadcasting," Birkby writes.

 Recently a letter arrived in my radio
 mail from a young woman who lives
 near the tiny unincorporated town of
 Brooks, Iowa: "I listened to the radio
 homemakers while I was growing up.
 My mother would turn on the radio,
 take the telephone off the hook, and
 tell us children to keep quiet.... I grew
 up hearing the voices of the radio
 ladies. They made me feel that they
 were friends who cared about my en-
 tire family. They were closer to us than
 some of our own relatives." (p.3 19)

 Enhancing this sense of intimacy, the radio
 homemakers, especially in the first couple of
 decades, most often broadcast "Cookbook
 Time," "The Farmer's Wife" and other shows
 not from the KMA studios but from their very
 own kitchens.

 I tried two of the radio homemakers'
 recipes-Susan Christensen's Coleslaw and
 Karen's Banana-Chip Bread. I have passed
 the coleslaw recipe on to a woman in my
 produce coop, and the people on her camp-
 ing trip thought it was as great as we did. I
 have made the banana bread, studded with
 chocolate chips, more than once now. It may
 be as sugary as that Palermo Lemon Cake,
 but I like it anyway: I, too, feel a peculiar
 intimacy with the radio homemakers, and
 I've never even had the pleasure of hearing
 them.

 Transmitting their recipes orally from one
 home to another, the radio homemakers
 propagated the ancient tradition of passing
 on recipes by word of mouth. Cookbooks
 weren't published with any regularity until
 the sixteenth century, and those were written
 primarily by men with little culinary ex-
 perience (the task was theirs because they'd
 been taught how to write). It's no wonder,
 then, that culinary historians don't depend
 exclusively on cookbooks to understand
 cuisines of other times.

 C OOKBOOKS CAN BE UNRELIABLE records

 for a variety of reasons. In The
 Carolina Rice Kitchen: The African

 Connection, Karen Hess shows that they can
 actually obscure culinary origins and influen-
 ces. The book features in facsimile The
 Carolina Rice Cook Book, compiled by Mrs.
 Samuel G. Stoney of Charleston, South
 Carolina, in 1901. Hess calls it a "period
 piece," published "when it was becoming
 increasingly evident that the old days" of
 antebellum South Carolina "were forever
 beyond recall." Rice had been eaten daily in
 the Big House; "Carolina Gold," as the spe-
 cial grain was known, gained fame the world
 over.

 Hess has uncovered in Carolina cooking
 the indelible mark of the black African slave-
 cook:

 Wherever African-Americans did the
 cooking, there were subtle African in-
 fluences even when they followed the
 receipts read aloud by their English
 mistresses as conscientiously as they
 were able.... It is this African presence
 that accounted for the near mythic
 reputation of Southem cookery. To be
 sure, slavery enabled plantation
 owners to live the baronial life, to
 enjoy the bounties and elegance of a
 highly labor-intensive cuisine, but
 there was more to it than mere num-
 bers in kitchen and garden. Actual
 African dishes occasionally appeared
 on the master's table-this in addition
 to the African thumbprint on receipts
 from elsewhere. (p.5)

 Of course, African slaves not only cooked the
 rice, they cultivated it. "First, they knew how
 to raise it," Hess points out; rice was known
 in Africa even before it reached China, the
 place popularly associated with it.

 In addition to her illuminating and highly
 detailed commentary, Hess presents and dis-
 sects the facsimile. It is, she claims, shame-
 lessly derivative of one of our country's most
 important historical cookbooks: The Caro-
 lina Housewife, or House and Home, pub-

 lished anonymously in 1847 in Charleston by
 Sarah Rutledge, daughter of Edward Rut-
 ledge, a signatory of the Declaration of Inde-
 pendence and sometime governor of South
 Carolina. "For all [her] aristocratic airs,"
 notes Hess, Rutledge "included a lot of
 peculiarly regional low-down dishes" in her
 book.

 One dish that finds its way into Mrs.
 Stoney's book is the typical slave meal,
 Hoppin' John, now a soul-food staple. The
 recipe for this combination of bacon, black-
 eyed peas and rice is attributed to an
 anonymous Carolina housewife, but as Hess
 notes, the dish "long antedated 1847 in South
 Carolina, surely going back to the beginnings

 of cultivation of rice by African slaves...."
 Mrs. Stoney does credit five African Amer-
 icans with recipes. Alas, they are referred to

 only by their old slave names: Maum Sarah,
 Maum Grace, Maum Maria, Maum Peggy
 and Faber (the only cook identified with what
 appears to be a surname and, it is agreed, a
 man).

 The old Carolina rice culture is gone, the
 industry having died with slavery. Hess
 broadly concludes:

 Things have changed, of course, and
 continue to change. Nor do I want to
 be seen as painting a rosy picture of

 the old days. But from a culinary
 point of view, there was an honesty, a
 regard for and understanding of
 produce, along with an admirable

 simplicity of concept eschewing the
 unnecessarily complicated, that charac-

 terized the Carolina rice kitchen of

 yesteryear that we would do well to

 emulate. (p.5)

 Hess's observation is well-taken, and
 raises some questions for contemporary
 cooks and food writers: Wheni the culinary
 story of our own era is written, where will
 it say our food ideas came from? From
 whom will it say that we leamed to cook?
 And what else besides cooking will it say
 we learned? >

 S.z ...........
 . .. . ......

 . .......

 ... .. ..

 .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~... ..

 Fannin rice Santee River, South Carolina. From The Carolina Race Kac hen.~...... ......
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 "If Simone de Beauvoir did not exist, it would be necessary to invent her.... "-The Atlantic

 The Autobiography of Simone de Beauvoir
 Introductions by TORIL MOI, Duke University

 THE PRIME OF LIFE: 1929-1944 the horror of the Holocaust, and the onset of the Cold War.
 The author of the classic, The Second Sex, recalls her life in Beauvoir's relationship with Sartre, descriptions of her travels,
 Paris from age 21 through 36. Not only a masterful life story, and the writing of The Second Sex are chronicled here.
 it is an intimate chronicle of the making of a thoroughly Paper, $14.95

 modern intellectual woman. "One of the few great women of HARD TIMES: Force of Circumstance,
 her time." -Newsweek

 Paper, $14.95 Volume II: 1952-1963
 Beauvoir at the height of her fame, and her inner struggle

 AFTER THE WAR: Force of Circum- with aging. "She thinks with the totality
 stance, Volume I: 1944-1952 00 t lb t Xi c v of her being ... .a powerful, wide-ranging if some-
 This volume evokes the turbulent years in which t times too vulnerable heart." --Newsweek
 French intellectuals had to come to terms with " Paper, $16.95
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 WVoman and the History of Feminist Political Theory
 An Introduction Philosophy

 NANCYTUANA ~~~~~~~VALERIE BRYSON NANCY TUANA ~~~~~~~~~~Throughout history, feminist political theorists have been
 Here is a sweeping analysis of Western philosophy that reveals the trying to determine why men have more economic and
 particular-and inferior-place women have inhabited in the political power than women. This compelling new work
 works of philosophers from Plato to Hegel. Thirough close read- traces the paths of feminist thought through Europe, Amer-
 ings of their major works, Nancy Tuana exposes the biased ica, and Russia ... from the issues of the seventeenth century
 assumptions about woman's nature and so-called "feminine" to those of the present day. "An extraordinary work.... The
 traits that have led to privileged definitions of concepts like scholarship here is superb." - Nancy S. Love, Penn State
 rational and moral that have favored men and short-changed University
 women. A provocative and exciting work. Cloth, $39.95; Paper, $16.95
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